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The most important source for the Moluccas in the early colonial period
1.  ARGENSOLA, Bartolome Leonardo de. Conquista de las islas malucas.
[madrid, Alonso martin, 1609]. Small 2° (22 × 30 cm). With an engraved architectural title-page showing an allegorical scene (the  
moluccas represented by a native woman with feather headdress, cornucopia and sword, riding a crocodile, with the Spanish royal coat of  
arms in the sky) and a sleeping lion (representing the author?) in a separate cartouche below. Early 18th-century richly gold-tooled red morocco, 
each board with a large centrepiece a petit fers made partly with pointillé stamps. € 35 000

First edition of the author’s principal work, in the original Spanish, dedicated to King Philip III of Spain, whose 
father had untied the Portuguese and Spanish crowns in 1580. It centres on the Philippines and the moluccas, but also 
discusses China, Java, Sumatra and Ceylon, and even “los estrechos Persico y Arabico” (p. 12). The Portuguese naval 
commander Afonso de Albuquerque had conquered malacca by 1511, a few decades after Arabic merchants introduced  
Islam there. This provided a base to quickly establish Portuguese influence over the islands of the region. “Few narratives  
are written with so much judgment and elegance ... One of the most important works for the history of the Philippine 
islands ... The book also contains matter relating to Sir Francis Drake and American voyages, and to the history of 
Spanish and Portuguese exploration in the Indies” (Cox). “For the compilation of this work, the author had the 
command of all authentic manuscript relations, which were either in official custody, or in private hands, besides the 
testimony of such persons then living as had been eyewitnesses to any part of what he delivers” (Griffin). 

With the engraved armorial bookplate of Jeremiah Hill (ca. 1820). Later in the 
celebrated library of Sir Thomas Phillips (1792–1872), then the library of Philip 
Robinson. The imprint of the engraved title-page appeared below the thin-rule 
border at the foot and is usually shaved or (as in the present copy) wholly lost, 
along with part of the foot border itself but the title-page is otherwise complete 
and intact. A few leaves have marginal chips repaired at an early date or small 
worm holes in the head margin unobtrusively repaired, and one has a small hole 
repaired slightly affecting 4 words of text. A few leaves are slightly browned or 
show some spots or smudges, but the book is otherwise in good condition. The 
hinges are worn, with a few small cracks, and the head and foot of the spine 
slightly damaged, but the binding is otherwise good, with nearly all of the tooling 
very good. A beautifully bound copy of an essential source for any study of the 
moluccas and the Philippines in the early Portuguese (from 1580 also Spanish) 
colonial period. 

(Integral?) engraved title-page + [10], “407” [= 411], [1 blank] pp. Cox I, p. 284; Griffin & Phillips, 
Philippine Islands 23; Medina, Hisp.-Amer. 551; Palau 16089; Sabin 1946. ☞ more on our website

https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/J1IBIT73AU9O.html


Celebrating the feast of Saint Franciscus Xaverius
2.  [BERLANGA, Cristóbal de (editor?)]. Onderwysinghe om met godtvruchtigheydt te houden thien 
vrydaghen ter eeren van den H. Franciscus Xaverius apostel van Indien ende Japonien, priester der 
Societeyt Jesu. Seer gebruyckt tot Roomen, ende nu vermeerdert met eenige authentycke mirakelen ende 
wel-daden geschiedt door de voorsprake vanden selven glorieusen heyligen.
mechelen, Andreas Jaye, 1698. 8°. With 3 full-page engraved illustrations by Hendrik Causé, and a woodcut 
Jesuit device on last page. Contemporary calf, gold-tooled spine. € 1950

Second edition of the Dutch translation of a manual on how to celebrate the feast of Saint Francis Xavier (1506–1552), 
the Spanish pioneering Roman Catholic missionary and co-founder of the Society of Jesus, translated from the 
original Italian by a member of the Jesuit Society. The text is generally attributed to Cristóbal de Berlanga. Included 
at the end is a laudatory poem on Xavier, accompanied by a plate depicting Xavier on his deathbed in a hut on 
the island Shangchuan. The other plates show the relics of Xavier’s right arm in the Collegium Societatis Jesu at 
mechelen and Xavier standing on a pedestal before a church, surrounded by a kneeling crowd who worship him, 
engraved after a painting at the Collegium at machelen. The latter is followed by a poem explaining the image and 
describing some of Xavier’s miracles.
With a bookplate on paste-down, a contemporary inscription of the Jesuit Society of Ghent on the title-page and an 
owner’s inscription on the first flyleaf. Binding slightly worn, spine damaged at the foot. Overall in very good condition. 

128 pp. BCNI 15722; Thieme & Becker VI, p. 205; cf. De Backer & Sommervogel IX, col. 1219. ☞ more on our website

https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/ACBAJ3RQ75WS.html


10 splendid and nostalgic views of Batavia
3.  DEELEMAN, Charles Theodore. Bataviaasch album. Verzameling van 
een tiental gezigten van de hoofdstad van Nederlandsch Indië. Opgedragen 
aan Zijne Exellentie den minister van Staat J.J. Rochussen.
Batavia, G. Kolff & Co., [1859–1860]. Large oblong 2° (33.5 × 44 cm). With  
10beautiful tinted lithographs (ca. 18.5 × 26 cm). modern half calf,  
with original blue printed paper wrappers bound in. € 6500

Beautiful collection of 10 views of the capital of the Dutch East Indies, Batavia, 
drawn by Charles Theodore Deeleman (1823–1884), lithographed by G.J. Bos and 
printed by P.W.m. Trap at Leiden. The 10 views depict the harbour of Batavia, 
the gate of the former castle of Batavia, the Chinese camp nearby Pintoe Kitjil, 
molenvliet en Rijswijk with the building of the Union ‘De Harmonie’, the post 
office at Weltevreden, the Waterloo-square, the official residence of the general of 
the army, view of the north side of the cemetery of Batavia, the military school at 
meester Cornelis, Goenong Sahari and the road to Jakarta.
Title-page pasted on larger leaf of blue paper; some occasional foxing and staining. 
Good copy. 

 Bastin & Brommer 602; Haks & Maris, p. 69; Landwehr, Coloured plates 267. ☞ more on our website

https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/18854.html


Critical work on the colonial government in the Dutch East Indies
4.  DOORNIK, Jacob Elisa. Vrijmoedige gedachten over Neêrlands Indië en over de regering van den 
gouverneur-generaal van der Capellen.
Amsterdam, C.G. Sulpke, 1826. 8°. Contemporary sprinkled paper wrappers € 350

First and only edition of a critical work on the colonial government in the Dutch East Indies under the command of 
Godert van der Capellen, by Jacob Elisa Doornik (1777–1837). In it he pleads for a free culture, free trade, cancellation 
of serfage, self-regulation by the colonists and as little civil servants as possible. Doornik studied medicine in Leiden 
and became a physician in Amsterdam. He went to the Dutch Indies in 1817 where he became a surgeon in 1820. Afterwards 
he had his own practice in Batavia. 
Wrapper a bit worn. Good untrimmed copy, including the last leaf wirh the letterpress title-labels (1 of which pasted on spine). 

[4], XVI, 314, [2 blank] pp. Saakes VIII (1827), p. 295; Saalmink, p. 525. ☞ more on our website

https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/A6OF51R1MSG6.html


The classic history of the Dutch East Indies
5.  DU BOIS, Johann Peter Isaak. Vies des gouverneurs généraux, avec l’abrégé de l’histoire des etablissements hollandois aux Indes Orientales; ...
Including: IMHOFF, G.W. van. Considerations sur l’etat present de la compagnie hollandoise des Indes Orientales.
The Hague, Pieter de Hondt, 1763. Royal 4° (27.5 × 22.5 cm). With 34 engraved plates, 1 engraved allegorical headpiece and 28 numbered  
headpieces with portraits of the Gouvernors-General of the Dutch East Indies. All plates were drawn and presumably engraved by the artist  
and engraver Jacob van Schley (1715–1729). 19th-century half cloth. € 4500

First edition of a richly illustrated history of the Dutch East Indian Company, 
including the lives of all 28 Dutch Governors-General arranged chronologically from 
Pieter Both, appointed in 1609, to Jacob mossel, appointed in 1752. The book ends 
with an interesting treatise on the actual state of the Dutch East Indies, the VOC and 
the means to redress the causes of its decline in the last 50 years or so, by the late 
Governor-General Gustaaf Willem Baron d’Imhoff (1705–1750), who was appointed 
Governor-General in 1740 and stayed in Batavia from 1742 to his death. 
The many interesting portraits, maps, plans and views are by the artist, engraver and 
print-seller Jacobus van der Schley (1715–1779), a pupil of Bernard Picart. The book 
gives a wide variety of contemporary information on the Dutch East Indies, as well on 
other Dutch colonies such as Ceylon, Formosa, Australia and the Cape of Good Hope. 
With an owner’s stamp on the title-page. The title-page browned and with a small 
waterstain at the lower margin of the last 8 pages. Binding somewhat worn at the 
edges, with two tears in the cloth on the back. Otherwise in good condition. 

VI, 351, [1], 48 pp. Cordier, Indosinica, cols. 1489–1490; Landwehr & V.d. Krogt, VOC 1502; South African 
bibliography II, p. 108. ☞ more on our website

Picart.The
https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/H6HAYCWCZD01.html


First and only Italian edition on French missionaries in Southeast Asia
6.  [FERMANEL DE FAVERY, Luc (editor)]. Relatione delle missioni de’ vescovi vicarii apostolici, mandati 
dalla S. Sede apostolica alli regni di Siam, Cocincina, Camboia, e Tunkino.
Rome, printed by the Sacra Congregatio de Propaganda Fide, 1677. 4°. modern vellum. € 2500

First and only Italian translation of a work on the French mission to Siam, Cochinchina, Cambodia and Tonkin, originally 
written in French. It contains the story of three French missionaries who left Paris around 1660 to go as missionaries  
to the Far East. One of them died on the journey, but the other two, Louis Chevreuil and Antoine Hainques, made  
it to Southeast Asia. Chevreuil arrived in 1664 in Siam, and within five months he traveled to Cochinchina, where he had 
to leave due to persecution of Christians, discussed in the second part of the book. Hainques arrived in Cochinchina in 
1665. Chevreuil was sent to Cambodia, which is covered in the third part of the book. The book is based on their letters 
and reports. Each part mentions the journey the missionaries took and the places they visited, giving descriptions of 
mosambique, the islands madagascar, Réunion and Cape Verde and more.
Some minor foxing throughout, the first two leaves and the last leaf slightly soiled, and a small restored tear in the second 
leaf, otherwise still in good condition. 

[14], 254, [2 blank] pp. Cordier, Indosinica, col. 827; ICCU 024 167; cf. Lach & Van Kley III, pp. 239–240, 385. ☞ more on our website

https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/H8R9EVKMSV37.html


The 10th-century Cambodian temple Banteay Srei, with 72 (mostly photographic) plates
7.  FINOT, Louis, Henri PARMENTIER and Victor GOLOUBEW. Le temple d’Içvarapura (Bantãy Srei, Cambodge). mémoires 
archéologiques, publiés par l’École Française d’Extrême-Orient Tome I.
Paris, G. van Oest, 1926. Large 4° (36.5 × 28 cm). With 72 plates, mostly heliotype photographs by Léon marotte (each plate has one or two 
photos). One of 800 copies printed on heavy paper. Original publisher’s printed paper wrappers. € 475

First edition of a monograph on the temple of the 10th-century Cambodian temple Banteay Srei, with heliotype photographs documenting its architecture 
and rich details. The text is divided into three parts, discussing the temple’s architecture (Henri Parmentier), its decorations (Victor Goloubew) and its 
inscriptions and history (Louis Finot). The present volume is the first in a series, and was followed by a monograph on Angkor Wat (3 parts in 6 volumes).
Internally in fine condition, wholly untrimmed, with all bolts unopened and all deckles intact. Wrappers slightly soiled, with some minor damage to the spine 
and the edges of the bookblock foxed. 

X, 138, [2] pp. + plates ☞ more on our website

https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/H7SAACSFMY5N.html


Memoirs of a French naval commander in Siam
8.  FORBIN, Claude, comte de. mémoires du comte De Forbin.
Amsterdam, François Girardi, 1748. 2 volumes. 12°. With engraved author’s portrait as frontispiece. Contemporary 
mottled, tanned sheepskin, gold-tooled spines. € 1250

Third edition of the memoirs of the French naval commander Claude de Forbin (1656–1733), starting in 1675 and ending 
in 1710. It includes notes on his diplomatic mission to Siam from 1685 to 1688, where he became the governor of Bangkok 
and a general in the Siamese army. He later fought in several sea battles against the British navy.
Good copy, with spots and minor waterdamage throughout and a few small tears in the lower margin. Some damage to 
the binding, but still good. 

[4], 383, [1 blank]; [4], 344 pp. Cordier, Indosinica, col. 945; STCN (1 copy). ☞ more on our website

https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/H62GIKB16CMO.html


A geological description of Java
9.  JUNGHUHN, Friedrich Franz Wilhelm. Terugreis van Java naar Europa, met de zoogenaamde Engelse overlandpost, in de maanden 
september en october, 1848.
Zaltbommel, Johannes Noman and son, 1851. 8°. With 6 lithographed plates. modern half cloth. € 475

First edition in this form of a geological description of Java and discussing the journey home from Java to Europe in de months September and October 
of 1848, by the geologist Friedrich Franz Wilhelm Junghuhn, who travelled through Java from 1835 to 1864. The account also appeared in Tijdschrift voor 
Nederlandsch Indië.
Good copy. 

[6], 127, [3] pp. Bastin & Brommer 49; Landwehr, Coloured Plates 326. ☞ more on our website

https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/A69FJ601U79O.html


19th-century photographic views of Indonesia
10.  LANG, Carl Emanuel Friedrich. Album van Buitenzorg. Een souvenir aan de residentie van Insulinde. Vier en twintig onveranderlijke lichtdrukken.
Buitenzorg (Bogor, Indonesia), [ca. 1888]. 2° (43 × 33.5 cm). With photolithographed title-page and 24 numbered collotype reproductions of 
photographic views (18 × 23.5 cm). Loose in the original publisher’s portfolio: gold, black and blind-blocked red cloth over boards. € 3750

A rare album of 24 excellent photographic views of the palace and botanical garden of the governor-general of the Dutch East Indies, as well as architectural and 
topographic views in and around the city of Buitenzorg, Java (now Bogor, Indonesia). The first eleven plates cover the governor’s palace and gardens, with lakes, 
roads, fountains, waterlilies and a great variety of trees, many with native Indonesians in the background adding to the atmosphere and giving an indication 
of the scale. The last thirteen plates show various buildings, roads, mountains, forests, rivers, villages 
and farms in and around the city of Buitenzorg, many with natives engaged in various activities. 
One shows shops and people in the Chinese quarter, and one shows a European with (apparently) 
his native workers. The attractive title-page, with its border and decorative initial letter, may have 
been executed by Lang himself. A letterpress key to the plates, in Dutch and French, identifies each 
view in a few words.
The German-born Carl Lang (1830–1906) went to Indonesia in the 1860s, where he made his 
name as photographer and lithographic artist. He obtained government posts as lithographer 
of the Topographic Bureau in Jakarta and draughtsman of the Botanical Garden in Buitenzorg. 
He moved to the Netherlands shortly before his death.
In very good condition, with only a couple very minor blemishes in the views. The portfolio also very 
good, with the spine slightly worn. A rare and fascinating set of photographic Indonesian views. 

[2] ll. Cat. KITLV, p. 14; NCC (1 copy); WorldCat (4 copies); Haks & Maris, pp. 162–163; not in Bastin & Brommer; KVK. 
☞ more on our website

https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/S1583.html


First and only edition of a description of Bali
11.  LAUTS, Ulrich Gerard. Het eiland Balie en de Balienezen.
Amsterdam, G.J.A. Beijerinck, 1848. 8°. With lithographed title-page and a folding lithographed map of the island 
Bali. Contemporary dark green half cloth. € 3500

First and only edition of a description of the Indonesian island Bali and its people by Ulrich Gerard Lauts (1787–1865),  
a professor at the Royal maritime Institute at medemblik in the Netherlands. Without ever having set foot in the Dutch East 
Indies he wrote this book on Bali, which contains a general description of the island, its political system, the status of women, 
slavery, trade, customs (including the smoking of opium), religion, etc., and describes the relation with the Dutch from their 
first arrival in 1597 to 1848. The account was written when the Dutch were encountering difficulties with the virtually still 
independent local Balinese princes and rajahs.
The three supplements contain details on the trade and shipping between Java and Bali in the years 1837–1846, a manifest 
for the Rajah of Beliling, a description of the state of the Dutch colonial army on Bali in 1846 and an official account of the 
expedition to Bali in 1848. 
With a faint catalogue number and a library stamp. Browned throughout, with some spots, some wormholes throughout with 
loss of a few letters, two marginal tears along the folds of the map. Binding rubbed along the extremities. A fair copy. 

[2], VIII, 285, [1 blank] pp. Tiele, Bibl. 646; for the author: NNBW VIII, cols. 1014–1016. ☞ more on our website

https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/88FGLY8HI9JL.html


Studying Western influence in early 20th century Thailand
12.  LUNET DE LA JONQUIÈRE, Étienne. Le Siam et les Siamois.
Paris, Armand Colin (printed by Charles Hérissey), 1906. 8°. Original publisher’s printed paper wrappers. € 175

First and only edition of a work on Siam by the French military officer and explorer Étienne Lunet de La Jonquière (born 1861). He 
was charged with an archeological mission to the menam and mekong rivers, and while he stayed there he took the opportunity  
to study the people. He was especially interested in the influence of the Western world on the lives of the natives. 
The text leaves are in very good condition, but the glue on the spine of the wrapper is loosing its adhesive properties, resulting in 
some loose quires and leaves. Wrappers slightly soiled and a bit damaged. 

[4], 358 pp. Cordier, Indosinica, col. 745. ☞ more on our website

https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/HA8FFHLIASTX.html


The best Malayan grammar, 
 with 89 pages of Malay texts with translations

13.  MARSDEN, William. A grammar of the malayan language, with an introduction and praxis. 
London, printed for the author by Cox and Baylis, sold by Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme and 
Brown, and by Black, Parry and Co., booksellers to the British East India Company, 1812. 4°. 
Set in roman and Arabic types with incidental italic. modern dark green cloth. € 1500

First edition of marsden’s excellent malay grammar, which quickly succeeded all earlier grammars and 
set the standard for those that followed. After the author’s 50-page introduction, discussing the previous 
literature, the language and the situation in the East Indies, he provides a table showing the malay alphabet, 
giving the stand-alone form in the Arabic script, the phonetic equivalent, the name of the letter in the 
Arabic and the phonetic Latin script. The last 89 pages provide sample malay texts in the Arabic script, each 
followed by an English translation. These were intended as examples to help students learn the language, 
but they are now also of value for preserving the malay texts and providing a translation.
With the title-page slightly foxed, but otherwise in very good condition, with only an occasional minor 
marginal defect, and with large margins. A landmark of European malay scholarship and of the British East 
India Company’s relations with malayans. 

[1], [1 blank], L, [2], 225, [1 blank] pp. Cordier, Bibl. Indosinica, col. 1405. ☞ more on our website

https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/GB4FCCLYLIK1.html


Portuguese classic of practical navigation, with 36 maps and nautical charts
14.  PIMENTEL, Manuel. Arte de navegar, em que se ensinão as regras praticas, e os modos de cartear, e de graduar a Balestilha por via de numeros, 
e muitos problemas uteis aì navegação, e roteiro das viagens, e costas maritimas de Guineì, Angola, Brazil, Indias, e Ilhas Occidentaes, e Orientaes ... 
Lisbon, miguel manescal da Costa, 1762. 2° (30 × 20,5 cm). With 21 engraved plates (1 folding), 1 nearly full-page engraving of a compass rose and 

about 10 woodcut diagrams in the text. Contemporary or near contemporary tanned sheepskin, 
richly gold-tooled spine, new endpapers. € 5000

Third edition of a detailed Portuguese handbook of navigation, primarily concerned with navigation in 
the Portuguese colonies and former colonies in America (including Brazil), Africa and the East and West 
Indies. It includes 18 numbered plates containing 36 nautical charts, maps and plans, most from these 
regions, and unnumbered 3 plates showing instruments, such as quadrants and sundials. The author’s 
father Luís Serrão Pimentel (1613–1679) wrote a handbook of navigation in 1673, but it remained in 
manuscript until manuel Pimentel (1660–1719) published it posthumously in 1681. This and his 1699 
revised edition were shorter than the present work and had only 2 plates. In 1712, however, Pimentel 
greatly expanded it and added numerous plates, bringing the book more or less to its present form. 
With bookplate. Some marginal tears and worm holes restored in the foot margin at the beginning and 
end, but otherwise in very good condition. Somewhat worn at the hinges and with some scratches on 
the back board, but binding otherwise very good. A practical Portuguese handbook of navigation that 
remained a standard work into the early 19th-century. 

[12], 603, [1] pp. Borba de Moraes, p. 672; Rodrigues 1899 note; Sabin 62883 note; cf. Bosch 144. ☞ more on our website

https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/G6AGK9U6QRO5.html


Watercolour coastal profiles in the East Indies and elsewhere, 
 by the maritime painter to King George III

15.  POCOCK, Nicholas. East India views islands headlands &c.
[London, ca. 1790? – ca. 1805]. Ten watercolour coastal profiles in grey and blue, of widely varying sizes (30 to 119 cm long), with contemporary captions 
and other notes in pencil or black ink. 20th-century brown cloth with the artist’s original laid-paper wrappers bound at the end. € 28 000

A series of ten lovely coastal profiles drawn in watercolour by the English artist Nicholas Pocock 
(1740–1821), showing coasts and mountains in the East Indies, China, the Indian and the South 
Atlantic Oceans. In the first drawing mount Agung, an active volcano and the highest mountain 
on Bali, appears prominently, with its pointed peak sticking up above the clouds. Pocock, son of a 
Bristol merchant mariner, began a career in the merchant marine, but had been an amateur painter 
since childhood. As master mariner of the ship Lloyd, owned by the Quaker merchant Richard 
Champion, he illustrated his logbooks with fine ink and wash coastal profiles and other drawings 
(some now in the National maritime museum in Greenwich). When Champion went bankrupt in 
1778 (as a result of the American Revolution), Pocock devoted himself to painting. His first efforts as 
a professional drew praise from Joshua Reynolds and he exhibited at the Royal Academy beginning 
in 1782. Pocock soon became a celebrated maritime artist and maritime painter to King George III, 
moving to London in 1789. He sometimes accompanied naval ships to make sketches and notes that 
he developed into paintings when back in London. 
With a small tear at the head of drawing 9, not approaching the image, drawing 7 spotted and 
slightly dirty, but further in very good condition. 

[10] drawings. For Pocock: ODNB 22425. ☞ more on our website

https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/L6CG0FK2P7YW.html


The state of religion in the Dutch East Indies
16.  RHIJN, Leonard Johannes van. Reis door den Indischen Archipel, in het belang der evangelische zending.
Rotterdam, m. Wijt & zonen, 1851. 8°. With 1 chromolithographed and 4 lithographed folding maps and 8 tinted lithographed illustrations. 
Rebacked in modern half cloth and the original gold-tooled green sheepskin backstrip laid down. € 1500

First and only edition of an account of Van Rhijn’s travels in the Dutch 
East Indies, originally published in 12 instalments. It describes the 
journey Van Rhijn made from 1846 to 1848, ordered by the Netherlands 
missionary Society, to investigate the state of the missions on the 
Dutch islands of Java, Celebes (Sulawesi), Ambon, Timor and Roti. In 
his account, he criticises the lack of evangelical zeal in his compatriots  
and praises the Christian missions in the British colonies of Singapore and  
Ceylon (Sri Lanka). He writes extensively about the local societies and 
everyday life on the islands.
Rebacked (as noted) in modern cloth with the original sheepskin backstrip 
laid down. Binding worn at the edges. With small tears in three of  
the maps, repaired with tape in the first one. An important history of the 
state of religion in the Dutch East Indies in the 19th century. 

XX, IV, “655” [= 651], 28 pp. Bastin & Brommer, pp. 163–164; Tiele, Bibl. 203; Landwehr, 
Coloured plates 415. ☞ more on our website

https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/H3HEU9A4RJ5G.html


On the Jesuit mission in the Philippines (June 1602-June 1603)
17.  RIBERA, Giovanni (Juan RIVERA). Lettera annua della vice. provincia delle Filippine dal Giugno del 
1602. al seguente. Giugno del 1603.
Venice, Giovanni Battista Ciotti, 1605. 8°. With a woodcut Jesuit device on the title-page and 1 woodcut 
decorated initial. Later vellum. € 8500

Rare second edition of the annual report, in the original Italian, on the circumstances and activities of the Jesuit missions 
in South Asia and especially the Philippines. The letter, written by Giovanni Ribera (1565–1622), the Jesuit Provincial 
at manilla in the Philippines, is addressed to the governor general of the Jesuit Order, Claudio Acquaviva, in Rome. 
The annual reports are of great importance for the early history of the region. Like most, the present one derives from 
personal correspondence between Jesuit members, and was published after the letters were judiciously edited. It covers 
the period June 1602 to June 1603, and is dated from manilla, 11 June 1603. After a general introduction it discusses the 
state of the Jesuit mission at the Collegio in manilla, and at the residences at Zebu, Dulac, Ogmuc, Bohol, Tinagon, 
Cantubig, Antipolo and Silang. The first edition appeared in the same year in Rome at the printing house of Luigi 
Zannetti (USTC 4035438: 5 copies).
Title-page and some of the following pages stained and slightly browned, otherwise in good condition. 

69, [3 blank] pp. BLC STC Italian (17th cent.), p. 454; De Backer & Sommervogel VI, col. 1767; ICCU, BVEE 038138 (4 copies); USTC 4030297 (2 of the same 
4 copies); not in Robertson, Bibliography of the Philippine Islands; Leclerc. ☞ more on our website

https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/5817.html


Competing proposals to gain renevue from opium farming 
 in the Dutch East Indies

18.  ROO, L.W.G. de. De verkoop van opium op Java. Open brief aan Dr. H.J.A.m. Schaepman lid van de 
Tweede Kamer der Staten-Generaal.
Including: Verklaringen van opiumschuivers uit verschillende streken der residentiën Pasoeroean, Besoeki en Rembang.
Nijmegen, H.C.A. Thieme, 1892. 4°. Half green cloth, marbled paper sides, title in gold on spine. € 750

Address to H.J.A.m. Schaepman (1844–1903), the leader of the Dutch Catholics and first priest to become a member of the 
Dutch parliament in 1880 (Tweede Kamer). The author of the address, De Roo, a director of finance in Batavia, opposes 
Schaepman’s new proposals to discourage opium farming (the existing opium pacht system). Opium farming brought in 
tax revenues and made the opium trade a monopoly of the Dutch Government. The government regulation was originally 
designed to limit opium consumption, but in practice did just the opposite. Schaepman favoured an alternative proposal: 
the so-called new “Regie” (new regulations), whose system for opium distribution was supposed to eventually diminish 
abuses and eliminate the Chinese from the profitable opium trade (keeping the enormous profits largely for the Dutch 
Government) by strengthening the Dutch monopoly so that they could keep the opium prices high. This, they argued, 
would diminish opium use and increase profits at the same time.
With library stamps of the Colonial Dept. in The Hague (“Doublet”) on title-page. Binding very slightly worn, some 
foxing in the endpapers, otherwise in good condition.

 56, 71 pp. James R. Rush, Opium to Java: revenue farming and Chinese enterprise in colonial Indonesia 1860–1910 (Jacarta, etc. 2007), esp. pp. 211–213. 
☞ more on our website

https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/ABC_45551.html


One of the first scientific descriptions of Gorontalo
19.  ROSENBERG, Carl Benjamin Hermann von. Reistogten in de afdeeling Gorontalo, gedaan op last 
der Nederlandsch Indische regering.
Amsterdam, Frederik muller, 1865. 8°. With 4 folding lithographed maps and 9 full-page lithographed plates. 
20th-century cloth. € 450

Original edition of von Rosenberg scientific account on Gorontalo, nowadays a province of Indonesia. In 1862, 
Rosenberg was appointed by the government of the Dutch Indies to undertake explorative journeys in the Gorontalo 
area of which this book is the result. 
Rosenberg a.o. visits modelido, the lake of Limbotto, the hot sources of Ayer-Panas, Kwandang, Boné, Toelabollo 
and the Togean islands. On pages 123–6 the language of the inhabitants is discussed, followed by a vocabulary on 
pages 126–134. Three drawings of Gorontalo subjects after photographs by Rosenberg (?) are preserved in the Royal 
Netherlands Institute of Southeast Asian and Caribbean Studies (KITLV) in Leiden (maronier, Pictures of the Tropics, 
p. 64). Good copy of one of the first scientific descriptions of Gorontalo. 

VIII [i.e. VI], 162 [1, 1 blank] pp. Bastin & Brommer 614; Cat. KITLV p. 30; Landwehr, Coloured Plates 417; Tiele, Bibl. 937. ☞ more on our website

https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/A6AE74PURW6R.html


Enlarged Dutch edition of a description of Southeast Asia
20.  SALMON, Thomas and Matthias van GOCH. Hedendaagsche historie, of 
tegenwoordige staat van alle volkeren. Behelzende  China en Japan, als mede de 
Ladrones, Filippynsche en molukkische eilanden, en makassar. 
Amsterdam, Isaak Tirion, 1736. 8°. With engraved frontispiece, 3 engraved maps and 
7 engraved plates. Contemporary half calf, gold-tooled spine. sold

Second edition, second issue, of the Dutch translation of the first volume of Thomas Salmon’s 
Modern history, or The present state of all nations, covering China, Japan, the Philippines, the 
moluccas and Celebes (present-day Sulawesi). The original English series consisted of three 
volumes while the enlarged Dutch translation would take 44 volumes, treating the geography, 
history and culture of nearly every part of the world. The present volume is translated and 
much enlarged by matthias van Goch and contains new maps by Isaak Tirion.
Some marginal foxing in the first and last few leaves, small tear in the margin of the map of 
Japan and a few minor stains. Good copy, only slightly trimmed at the sides. Binding with 
rubbed sides, spine with minor cracks, but still good. 

[20], 88, 91–200, 203–318, 319–441, [1 blank], 443–550, 555–645, [17] pp. Cordier, Japonica, col. 431; STCN (8 copies); 
Tiele, Bibl. 1033. ☞ more on our website

https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/H7DF9M272KBQ.html


Unconventional travel account giving a fresh look 
 at the declining Dutch overseas empire

21.  STAVORINUS, Johan Splinter. Voyages par le Cap de Bonne-
Espérance dans l’archipel des molucques, de 1768 a 1771 et de 1774 a 1778 …
Paris, maradan, 1805. 3 volumes. 8°. With 4 engraved plates (3 folding) and 5 
folding engraved maps. 19th-century gold-tooled half sheepskin. € 1450

Second French edition of Stavornius’s accounts of his two voyages, made in 1768–1771 
and 1774–1778, to the Cape of Good Hope and the Dutch East Indies. Stavorinus 
was a rear admiral who temporarily transferred to the Dutch East India Company 
(VOC) in search of adventure. An observant traveller, he not only comments on 
the many exotic beauties he encounters (he was especially taken by the beauty 
of the Parsi women of Gujerat), but also describes the decline of the VOC, the 
appalling health conditions in pestilential Batavia, claiming the lives of numerous 
VOC servants each year, the fate of slaves kept in Batavia, the drinking habits of 
Europeans in Ambonia (10 to 12 glasses before diner was apparently no exception) 
and other subjects.
Browned, some stains, slightly soiled, two maps reinforced. Bindings worn, spines 
damaged at head and foot. 

VII, [1 blank], 5–386; 361, [7]; VIII, “434” [= 430], [2] pp. South African bibliography IV, p. 386; Tiele, Bibl. 
1044 note; cf. Landwehr, VOC 300. ☞ more on our website

https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/H7EF5GTTQELM.html


The ill-fated voyages of two East Indiamen
22.  [VOC – SHIPWRECK & PIRACY]. Twee-rampspoedige zee-reyzen, den enen ... met een 
Fransch Oost Indiesch Compagnie-schip, genaamt Le Prince, ... Den anderen, met het Hollandsche 
Oost-Indische Compagnie schip, genaamt Rustenwerk, ...
Amsterdam, Bernardus mourik, [1752 or soon after]. 4°. With 2 etched plates. Disbound. € 2250

The first edition of a compelling account of two fatal voyages, of the French East Indiaman Le Prince, and the 
VOC ship Rustenwerk. Le Prince, commanded by Captain morin, left the port of Lorient on 19 February 1752, 
sailing for Pondicherry. The voyage passed quietly until fire was discovered in the ship. It spread fast, and the 
ship exploded when the fire reached the gunpowder magazine, leaving only 10 survivors. 
The second account relates the seizure of the ship Rustenwerk, a 650-ton Dutch East Indiaman. moored off 
Ternate, it was taken by the pirate Frans Fransz on 28 June 1751 and some 12 passengers (including the Captain) 
were killed. The survivors reached Batavia by way of makassar and sailed for Holland. The VOC eventually 
managed to retake the ship, but Frans Fransz escaped with the valuable cargo. The account includes a list of 
210 VOC ships lost in the period 1688–1752 through disasters, mutiny, piracy etc.
In good condition. 

[2], 37, [1] pp. Landwehr & V.d. Krogt 437; STCN (4 copies); Tiele, Bibl. 1238. ☞ more on our website

https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/E51BW3BBNOWB.html
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